A powerful approach for the selection of 2-aminopurine substitution sites to investigate RNA folding.
A precise tertiary structure must be adopted to allow the function of many RNAs in cells. Accordingly, increasing resources have been devoted to the elucidation of RNA structures and the folding of RNAs. 2-Aminopurine (2AP), a fluorescent nucleobase analogue, can be substituted in strategic positions of DNA or RNA molecules to act as site-specific probe to monitor folding and folding dynamics of nucleic acids. Recent studies further demonstrated the potential of 2AP modifications in the assessment of folding kinetics during ligand-induced secondary and tertiary RNA structure rearrangements. However, an efficient way to unambiguously identify reliable positions for 2AP sensors is as yet unavailable and would represent a major asset, especially in the absence of crystallographic or NMR structural data for a target molecule. We report evidence of a novel and direct correlation between the 2'-OH flexibility of nucleotides, observed by selective 2'-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) probing and the fluorescence response following nucleotide substitutions by 2AP. This correlation leads to a straightforward method, using SHAPE probing with benzoyl cyanide, to select appropriate nucleotide sites for 2AP substitution. This clear correlation is presented for three model RNAs of biological significance: the SAM-II, adenine (addA), and preQ(1) class II (preQ(1)cII) riboswitches.